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ABSTRACT

The excellent properties of graphene, such as its high thermal conductivity, high electrical conductivity, and high electron density, make it an ideal candidate as a detector material in high-energy physics applications. In this work, we demonstrate the feasibility of multi-layer graphene (MLG) as a detector material in a high-energy environment. The Geant4 software package was used to estimate the energy of the deposited electrons within various thicknesses of MLG, ranging from 3 to 20 nm. The efficiency of the MLG as a detector material was further analyzed from the scattering angle and the yield of the secondary particles produced from the electron interaction with the material. The incident electron’s kinetic energy used herein ranged between 30 keV and 1 GeV, at a particle fluence of $1 \times 10^7$ e/cm$^2$. The results show that the deposited energy was relatively low for the interaction with 1 MeV electrons, and dramatically increased as the thickness increases beyond 15 nm. This result was further supported by the highest yield of gamma radiation recorded by the interaction with a kinetic energy larger than 1 MeV, for thickness larger than 15 nm. The results suggest that the MLG works best as a charged particle detector in low energy ranges, while for high energy ranges, a thickness over 15 nm is suggested. The findings demonstrate that a MLG with a thickness larger than 15 nm could potentially be used as a detector material in high-energy conditions.
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Graphene has outstanding properties, such as its electrical, mechanical, and optical aspects (Castro Neto et al. 2009; Jeong et al. 2012; Nur Afira et al. 2021). This single atomic layer of the carbon allotrope, bonded in a hexagonal lattice (Meyer et al. 2008), is the fundamental component of the carbon-based nanomaterial, such as for carbon nanotubes (CNTs), fullerenes, and graphite. The electrical conductivity changes in graphene can be easily achieved by modifying its structure and doping, which enables applications in various sensors and detectors (Kholili 2015; Liu et al. 2011). In addition to that, this thinnest and strongest ever known material also showed promising potential for miniaturization of electronic components. Its good thermal conductivity, high electron density (Moser et al. 2007), and high electron mobility, making graphene an ideal candidate for detector materials in high-energy physics (HEP) applications, where radiation hardness and superfast responses are crucial (Bortoletto 2015; Metaalfe et al. 2014; Schmidt 2016) for high-performance detectors.

Graphene has been reported to work best with high cut-off frequencies (1 GHz), proving that it has the ability to produce a swift response (Lin et al. 2009) during detection in high-energy experiments. The ideal graphene is usually visualized as a perfectly flat two-dimensional material, with high electronic conductivity due to the low defect density of its crystal lattice (Singh et al. 2011). Its good conductivity properties, which is ideal as a detector material, has been commonly reported in high-quality single and bilayer graphene. However, the small interaction medium, notably in single and bilayer graphene, may cause the loss of signal generation in the medium itself. The high-energy particle may only be transmitted in the thin film medium without generating any detectable signal (Banhart 1999; Compagnini et al. 2009; Krasheninnikov & Banhart 2007). This effect will deteriorate the efficiency of the detector, which is not favorable in this application. Despite its good conductivity, the thickness of the interaction medium also plays a vital role in detector design, specifically in a high-energy environment (Kholili 2015).

Multilayer graphene (MLG) which has a typical thickness ranging from 5 nm to 200 nm, as reported by Murata et al. (2019), has the advantages over single-layer graphene in terms of its medium interaction thickness. The MLG has been reported to have an excellent electrical and thermal conductivity, with a current-carrying capacity exceeding that of metal (Cu) (Balandin 2011; Biswas & Drzal 2010; Murata et al. 2019). A high electrical conductivity (>2000 S/cm) was achieved for MLG thicknesses between 10 - 100 nm, as reported by Murata et al. (2019). Nur Afira et al. (2021) also reported an increase in the conductivity of the multi-layer graphene (MLG) samples, as compared to the single or bilayer graphene grown via Hot Wire Chemical Vapor Deposition (HW-CVD) methods, in a controlled argon (Ar) plasma treatment environment. This excellent MLG property will further enable the exploration studies on the applicability of this carbon material’s family for detector applications.

The Monte Carlo method has been widely used to simulate HEP interactions with matter due to its ability to model very complex systems using random events (Buckley et al. 2019). This method uses random sampling to predict the probability and uncertainty in a possible interaction. Apart from reducing waste and complicated working procedures, using physical experiments, the Monte Carlo method can also factor in a wide range of parameters and inputs by considering all possible processes and randomness in the process itself. Due to its random nature, this method is much more probabilistic in describing the nature of the interactions between materials and incident particles. Several Monte Carlo tools and codes have been developed for modelling the particle's transport in the matter, such as Geant4, PENelope, MCNP, and FLUKA (Guatelli et al. 2011). Amongst the list, Geant4 has been intensively used in particle detector simulation for complex and large-scale HEP experiments, such as in LHC and COMET experiments. This object-oriented toolkit simulates the particle’s passage through the matter (Carrier et al. 2004), and traces the incident and secondary particles as they interact with the different materials according to the implemented physics models. In this simulation study, Geant4 has several advantages over other codes, as it includes complete functionality ranges, including tracking, geometry, physics models, and hits. The physics process in the Geant4 is also comprehensive, as it includes electromagnetic and hadronic processes, with a large set of particles, materials, and elements, for a wide range of energies, starting from 250 eV to TeV.

Although graphene has been studied in various detector applications such as for gas detectors (Kim et al. 2008; Lu et al. 2009), chemical detectors (Ang et al. 2008; Zhang et al. 2010), and biomolecular detectors (Robinson et al. 2008; Schedin et al. 2007), its application in HEP experiments is still rarely reported. Notably, in the HEP experiment, the detectors experience the most significant radiation damage from the high luminosity resulting from the particle's collision. Thus, further
studies on the working range, signal generation, detection mechanism, and radiation tolerance of graphene as a potential detector material with the various incoming incidents angles is of great interest. The objective of this study was to evaluate the potential of thin-films Graphite and multi-layer graphene as detector materials under high-energy irradiation.

In the first part of this paper, the Monte Carlo based Geant4 code was used to study the feasibility of the carbon family materials, i.e., thin-films Graphite, and the widely used detection material in HEP, i.e., Silicon (Si), as a detector material in high-energy irradiation. Both materials were analyzed based on the required properties for detection performance. Based on the best detection performance and radiation tolerance of the thin-films Graphite compared to that of Si, further studies were carried out on the MLG using the Geant4 software. This study was driven by the impressive properties of graphene pertaining to its electrical and thermal conductivity, and the outstanding mechanical properties reported in the previous studies (Lee et al. 2008; Mayorov et al. 2011; Moser et al. 2007). The detection performance of different thickness MLGs with the incident electron energies varied from 30 keV – 1 GeV, and was further explored and discussed using the performance parameters, i.e., the deposition energy, scattering angle, and yield of the secondary particles.

MODELLING PROCEDURE

The Geant4 Monte Carlo (version 10.4-patch version 2) simulation was used to investigate the performance of Si, thin-films Graphite, and MLGs as detection materials in this study. The physical hardware used for the Monte Carlo simulation is Personal computer (PC) with single 3.4 GHZ CPU processor and 7.7 GB of physical memory, using uBuntu 18.04.3 LTS as operating system. The Physics model selected for the simulation covered the interaction energy in the range of 250 eV up to 1 GeV. The energy of mono-energetic electron that was used as the beam source in each run was set in PrimaryGeneratorAction class. Each run contained n = 1×10^7 number of events. The flow chart for building the simulation in the Geant4 is shown in Figure 1(a). For the first part of the study, Si and thin-films Graphite with thicknesses between 50 µm, 150 µm, 300 µm and 500 µm, were used as absorber materials. On the other hand, the MLG was used as the absorber material for the second part of the study, with the thickness referred to as the number of graphene layers. The density and atomic number used for both Si and thin-films Graphite were as follows: Si 2.330 g/cm^3, z=14; Graphite 2.26 g/cm^3, z=6. The performance of both materials was studied and compared using energy deposition, energy resolution, and detection efficiency at a 1 MeV electron incident energy setting. The 1 MeV electron beam was set parallel to the absorber material at a 2 cm × 2 cm dimension, with the thickness varying from 50 – 300 µm. The density and atomic number used for MLG is 1.7 g/cm³ and z=6. Each sample was repeated with the incident energy being varied from medium (30 keV- 500 keV), to a high energy range (1 MeV - 1 GeV). Figure 1(b) shows the representative schematic diagram of the simulation setup for both parts of the study. Each Monte Carlo simulation takes on average 2 h of CPU time to be completed.

Energy loss by the charged particles travelling inside the material with a specific energy was computed using the Bethe Bloch formula in the Geant4. Two main processes contributing to the energy loss of charged particles were the ionization process, and the Bremsstrahlung process (Holbert 2012). Geant4 imposed a limit on the step size of the particles and computed the energy loss during the step travelled by the particles. The computational mean of the energy loss during the step used the Bethe-Bloch formula and inverse range of the materials. Since the mass of an electron is inherently small, the Bethe-Bloch formula for the relativistic correction was used instead of its rest mass. This corrected version considered the indistinguishable properties for the identical electrons during the collision. It is crucial to consider this factor to be able to calculate the maximum transferable energy, since electrons experience large deflection from the collisions due to their small mass (Meroli 2015).

The detection efficiency presented in this study corresponded to the material’s ability to detect incoming particles. It was calculated using the percentage of particles detected over the emitted particles (Le Bleis & Klenze 2014). Particles which deposited energy values larger than the ionization energy of the graphene were used in the efficiency calculation, εo (Hossain et al. 2012). The electron-hole generation calculated from the total energy deposition was divided by the ionization energy of the material (Moll 2006). In order to study the ability of the detector material to interact with the energy of the incoming electron irradiation effectively, the energy resolution was calculated from the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the energy distribution deposited in graphene, following the irradiation:

\[ \text{FWHM} \approx 2.35 \sigma \]  (1)
\[ R = \frac{\text{FWHM}}{E_0} \times 100 \] (2)

where \( \sigma \) is the standard deviation; \( R \) is the energy resolution; and \( E_0 \) is the incident energy (Demir & Kuluözürtürk 2021).

The geometry and output results were visualized using the OpenGL in the Geant4. Histograms from the output data were generated using ROOT. Data obtained from the simulation was analyzed and plotted to study the graphene structure and incident energy’s effect on the deposited energy, its scattering angles, and detection efficiency.

The Pearson correlation coefficient test was performed to determine the strength of the association between the deposited energy and scattering angles in the MLG, whereby, \( R=1 \) was considered as perfect positive relationship between both the variables.

**FIGURE 1.** (a) Representative flow chart of simulation in Geant4 (b) The cross-section image of 200 µm Si and thin-films Graphite during interaction with 1 MeV electron beam as simulated in Geant4 (n= 10,000). Electrons are visible as red tracks, while green represents gamma.
Results & Discussion

Comparison between Silicon and Thin-films Graphite as Detector Materials in High-Energy Environments

Energy Deposition Analysis
The distribution of the deposited energy across the 50 µm, 150 µm, 300 µm, and 500 µm thicknesses of Si and thin-films Graphite are shown in Figure 2(a) - 2(d). The deposited energy was used to study the most probable energy loss from the incident electron in the material, which is essential for particle identification and signal generation in detectors. All the energy distributions followed the Landau-Vavilov distribution for thin-films as previously reported by Lechner (2018) and Meroli (2015) for interaction with Si thin-films. It was observed that the peak skewed with a long-tail being formed towards a higher energy range, due to the emission of the Bremsstrahlung photons/gamma from the radiative losses, which traveled much further than the electrons. The distribution nearly followed the Gaussian distribution for thicker interaction mediums, as shown for samples with thicknesses of t ≥ 300 µm (Meroli 2015). It can be seen from the graph that the mean deposited energy was higher in Si compared to thin-film Graphite for all the sample thicknesses, which resulted from the higher density of Si. This result was from the significant scattering in Si compared to thin-films Graphite during the interaction with the high-energy electrons. The higher atomic number (Si: 14, Graphite: 6) and lower radiation length (Si: 9.37 cm, Graphite: 19.32 cm) of Si was attributed to the numbers of electrons scattering within the medium, and resulted in the broadening of the scattering angle at the exit point. In their study, Kumar et al. (2018) reported that the scattering angle of electrons was associated with the fractional radiation length and the atomic numbers of the material used in the interaction medium. The minimal scattering angle observed in thin-films Graphite suggests that a lower budget cost would be incurred in terms of the material required for its implementation in the detector’s construction. This low material budget is crucial, especially in HEP experiments, due to the limited space available within the detection area, and to reduce the support structure required for additional maintenance, as a result of exposure to the high radiation environment (Bachmair 2016). This will not only add more cost and space, but also increase the unwanted scattering effect inside the detection cavern (Schmidt 2016). Despite large-signal generation in the medium, these effects will also result in the loss of incident electron energy, reducing the precision and sensitivity of the detection material. An accurate measurement of the particle trajectories is essential, especially in momentum calculation for particle identification of secondary vertices in HEP (Bachmair 2016).

Energy Resolution
To further investigate the performance of Si and thin-films Graphite as detection materials in a high-energy radiation environment, the energy resolution for both materials was calculated from the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of deposited energy peak as a function of material’s thickness. Figure 2(e) depicts the energy resolution of both Si and thin-films Graphite for all the samples thicknesses calculated from the fitted energy deposition distribution using the Gaussian curve. This analysis provided important information on the material’s sensitivity for particle identification in detector applications (Le Bleis & Klenze 2014; Hossain et al. 2012). All the samples showed an increasing trend for the FWHM, with the increment in the thickness. The higher energy resolution as a result of significant broadening of the FWHM in Si, as compared to the thin-films Graphite with the same thickness, indicated its lower sensitivity in distinguishing between different peaks for detection purposes (Le Bleis & Klenze 2014). Hossain et al. (2012) reported that the larger FWHM of the sodium iodide detector compared to the high purity germanium detector indicated that the material had a lower sensitivity, and that it could be used for detectors that contributed to low energy resolutions. The large scattering properties were speculated to have transpired from this reduction of the energy resolution in the Si. Thus, thin-films Graphite showed better energy resolution for detection, regardless of the thickness. This property is believed to be beneficial for application in high luminosity HEP experiments, where pile-up due to the large event rates produces unwanted signals, and confuse the tracking detectors (Schmidt 2016). The ability of Graphite to detect smaller energy differences is expected to result in less occupancy in the interaction medium, which makes it a suitable material for application in a high luminosity environment.

Detection Efficiency and Signal Generation
Next, the capability of Si and thin-films Graphite as detector materials can be further analyzed from the detection efficiency, ε_D. Figure 2(f) shows the detection efficiency, ε_D, calculated from the percentage ratio of the ionized electrons over the total incident electron.
The ionizing energy is defined as the minimum energy required to produce electron-hole pairs, which also involves the excitation of the lattice vibrations, whereby, the value is larger than the minimum ionizing particle (MIP) of the material (Spieler 2005). The $\varepsilon_D$ for both samples reduced with the material’s thickness, with a more notable reduction being observed for Si samples. The significant reduction in the $\varepsilon_D$ of the Si was between ~3% and 12% as compared to thin-films Graphite, with only ~0.5% and ~1% for thicknesses of 300 µm and 500 µm, respectively. This implied that the effects of backscattering and reflected electrons from the interaction were much more dominant in Si due to the high Z number. Razaghi et al. (2019) reported that the detection efficiency of Pb decreased with the thickness and saturation after the optimum thickness of 40 layers.

In contrast to high deposited energy reported in the thicker mediums, as discussed in the section before, the $\varepsilon_D$ depends on the signal generation per electrons, and is much more reliable in representing detection efficiencies in the medium. Besides the number of electrons detected in the medium, ionization energy also plays an important role in signal generation. The electron-hole pairs generation for thin-films Graphite was lower than Si with the same thickness, which was due to the lower ionization energy of Graphite (3.96 eV), compared to silicon (3.87 eV) (Grupen et al. 2008). A significant difference in the signal generation was more profound for the interaction medium thicker than 150 µm between both samples. Instead of signal creation from the electron-hole pair generation, the intrinsic noise may also affect the signal generation in the material. The intrinsic noise in Graphite was low due to the semi-metal properties, which required only ohmic contact for conductivity purposes.

As for Si, a p-n junction must be created for conducting current and operating under the reverse biased condition to reduce the intrinsic noise. This operating condition not only affects the reduction in the carrier’s concentration of Si, but also reduces the signal-to-noise ratio, which is not favorable in detector applications (Kumar et al. 2018). Kumar et al. (2018) also reported that a higher number of e-h pairs were generated in Si (~23220 electrons), compared to diamond (~9826 electrons) for a 300 µm thickness. However, this resulted in contra to signal to noise ratio, which showed a lower value in Si (~41.9), than in diamond (~57.1). The high intrinsic noise concentration in Si was possibly from the leakage current at the p-n junction, or possibly originated from the defects created during the growth of the silicon. The amplification of the signal can increase the signal-to-noise ratio of Graphite by enhancing the internal gain. However, a more complex architecture is required to increase the signal-to-noise ratio in silicon.

Thin-films graphite has shown better sensitivity and efficiency from the energy resolution, and signal generation studies with a high-energy electron beam (1 MeV), versus Si, as reported in this section. By decreasing the thickness $t<150$ µm, the energy resolution and $\varepsilon_D$ were much more improved in thin-films Graphite, which gave a good insight into the further application of thinner materials for detector applications. Thin-films graphite exhibited few limitations in signal generation and carrier separation for device applications, despite high sensitivity and efficiencies due to its conductor properties. Further studies on electron beam interactions with thinner carbon-based materials such as graphene may lead to a better signal generation due to lower ionization energies, with an equivalent detection performance. In addition, graphene offers more advantages, such as better conductivity and flexible material properties, which have become more crucial in the developments of future tracking detectors (Hartmann & Kaminski 2011; Schmidt 2016). Graphene layers, especially in MLG, reduce the scattering during electron beam irradiation, and result in a more negligible energy loss probability in the medium (Girit et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2020). Wang et al. (2020) reported that few graphene layers with thicknesses between two to six layers were more prone to defects created by the irradiation due to the weak bonding with a small number of layers. A high-energy electron beam of 1 MeV is required to create defects in MLG compared to only 80 keV, as reported by Kim et al. (2008) and Girit et al. (2009). These results showed that MLG can achieve better radiation hardness as compared to commonly used Single or Bi-layer graphene.

Motivated by the better detection performance and radiation tolerance of thin-films Graphite as compared to Si, we further investigated the MLG performance as a detector material using Geant4. The detection performance was analyzed and discussed using the deposition energy, scattering angle, and detection efficiency resulting from the secondary particles in the interaction.


Energy Deposition Analysis

Table 1 shows the effects of the thickness and incident
electron energy on the deposited energy of MLG samples. The thicknesses of graphene layers in MLG varied from 3, 5, 10, 15, and 20 nm for each incident energy. Changes in the MLG thickness effectively modified the deposited energy in the interaction medium. The deposited energy significantly (p<0.001) increased with MLG thicknesses at all incident electron energies. Golunski and Postawa (2018) demonstrated that a much more significant

FIGURE 2. Energy spectra of deposited energy at (a) 50 µm, (b) 150 µm, (c) 300 µm, and (d) 500 µm thickness of Si and thin-films Graphite following interaction with 1 MeV electron. (e) Effect of Graphite thickness on energy resolution. (f) Effect of Graphite thickness on detection efficiency. Each bar represents mean ± standard deviation, with n = 1,000,000
amount of deposited energy was obtained with a higher number of graphene layers, when bombarded with 5-40 keV of C60 ion. According to the Bethe Bloch formula with relativistic correction for interaction with electrons, the deposited energy was linearly dependent on the atomic number and the density of the interaction medium (Grupen et al. 2008; Le Bleis & Klenze 2014). The low atomic number of carbon atoms that made up the graphene and further reduction in the graphene thickness was attributed to the significant decrease in the deposited energy in the medium. However, the low atomic weight of carbon also resulted in a large cross-section when interacting with the electrons. It increased the possibilities of collision, which is essentially useful, especially for producing a highly sensitive medium for detector applications.

The incident electron energy also has a significant influence on the amount of deposited energy in the MLG. The significant reduction (p<0.001) in the amount of deposited energy was obtained with the medium and high-energy electron, while no significant reduction (p>0.001) was observed for very-high electron energies (E_\text{kin}> 100 \text{ MeV}). This effect was due to the probability of energy loss from the incident particle being reduced with the increase of electron energy (Banhart et al. 2005; Zheng et al. 2015).

The higher amount of deposited energy obtained for the lower electron energy range originated from the ionization and multiple scattering process which has become dominant for electron interactions within the range. The incident electron loses its energy from the secondary atomic electron's ejection during the process, known as delta-rays. Scattered electrons repeat the process until they leave the interaction medium (Khan & Gibbons 2010). The slower kinetic energy of the electron has a higher probability of interacting with a higher number of atomic electrons, and gets deposited with more energy during the interaction. These processes are reported to be the dominant contributor in energy loss for a charged particle with energy up to tens of MeV for electrons, before the radiative losses becomes dominant. Even though energy loss is small (typically tens of eV) for each interaction, the mean energy loss is still relatively high, since the cross-section is large. It can create defects that will affect the performance of the material (Lechner 2018). Instead of ionization, the interaction of the incident electron with the atomic nucleus also increases by slightly increasing the electron's kinetic energy to a few hundred keV. The high kinetic energy of the electron is needed for this kind of interaction to take place. Krasheninnikov and Banhart (2007) reported that a minimum energy of 100 keV is required to deposit approximately 20 eV of energy toward the carbon atoms. By increasing the kinetic energy to a very high energy range up to the GeV range, radiative losses from nuclear collisions becomes dominant (Tanabashi et al. 2018). However, this interaction is less frequent than the ionization interaction in the material. The incident particle still loses some energy from the Coulomb interaction before additional losses from nuclear collision (Lechner 2018). Corresponding to the finite size of the nuclear target for interactions above tens of MeV, the mean energy losses from the coulombs scattering and non-ionizing energy losses approach a flattening phase with almost constant values, regardless of the medium thickness (Giani et al. 2014). Our results demonstrate a direct proportionality between the deposited energy and the thickness of graphene, and the effect of energy range on the interaction processes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thickness (nm)</th>
<th>30 keV</th>
<th>50 keV</th>
<th>100 keV</th>
<th>500 keV</th>
<th>1 MeV</th>
<th>100 MeV</th>
<th>500 MeV</th>
<th>1000 MeV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.371</td>
<td>2.991</td>
<td>1.863</td>
<td>0.9073</td>
<td>0.817</td>
<td>0.7924</td>
<td>0.7924</td>
<td>0.7924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>21.98</td>
<td>15.06</td>
<td>9.32</td>
<td>4.537</td>
<td>4.085</td>
<td>3.962</td>
<td>3.962</td>
<td>3.962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>29.21</td>
<td>20.07</td>
<td>12.44</td>
<td>6.049</td>
<td>5.446</td>
<td>5.282</td>
<td>5.283</td>
<td>5.283</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 1. Energy deposition in different thickness of MLG with variation of electron incident energy from 20 keV up to 1000 MeV
Electron Beam Scattering

Table 2 shows the effects of thickness and incident electron energy on the scattering angles of the projected electrons following the interaction with MLG samples. The scattering angle increases significantly (p<0.001) with the MLG’s thickness across all incident electron energies. A significant increase (p<0.001) in the scattering angle was also obtained with the increment of the electron energy from medium to high energy ranges (30 keV ≤ E_{inc} ≤ 100 MeV). Nonetheless, for the very-high energy range (E_{inc} > 100 MeV), the reduction of the scattering angle was not significant (p>0.001) with the projected scattering angle approaching the initial incident of the electron beam’s position. The larger scattering angles of electrons leaving the mediums indicate that more interactions occur with the atomic electron or carbon molecules in graphene. This result is consistent with the deposited energy, that shows a higher number of interactions appears with a thicker medium of interaction. It is inversely proportionate to the momentum of the incident particles. The minimal scattering angle is crucial for reducing particle attenuation, leading to misleading particle identification from tracking trajectory measurements, especially in high-energy environments. This result suggests that the MLG can be implemented as a detector material in a high-energy experiment which experiences a high fluence rate, and exposure to the radiation environment (Bachmair 2016). The minimal scattering angle in the MLG leads to a reduction in unwanted scattering, which helps in reducing the material budget from the additional structure and space required in detector construction (Kumar et al. 2018a, 2018b). This low material budget is favorable in high-energy experiments due to the limited space available within the detection area, and the limitation of the maintenance process inside the detection cavern (Schmidt 2016).

The correlations between the deposited energy and scattering angles of the MLG within the medium to the very high electron energy is shown in Figure 3. The result shows a positive linear correlation between both these parameters, with the Pearson correlation coefficient (R) calculated as 0.921 within all the sample thicknesses and energy ranges. This linear correlation implies that the scattering angle increases linearly with the increased deposition energy in the MLG. The deposited energy and scattering angles represent an important characteristic which affects the performance of the MLG as a detection material, specifically in high-energy environments. By understanding the correlation between both parameters, this can help to provide a better understanding of the performance of the MLG in different energy ranges. In 2013, Tielrooij et al. demonstrated the correlation between the photon energy levels, and the number of electron-electron scattering in graphene, following the typical carrier multiplication. The multiplication of electron cascades is related to the amount of materials available for interaction, which is the number of graphene layers in this study. A more significant number of interactions in the thicker medium, will result in a multiple scattering process from the longer projectile path, which increases the projected angle at the exit point of the medium (Golunski & Postawa 2018).

Thus, the multiplication does not change the number of electrons available in the interaction medium, but results in a rise in the total amount of deposited energy following the interaction. The effect agrees with the present work that which shows a significant correlation between the deposited energy and scattering angles of the MLG in the different thicknesses and across the medium, to very-high electron incident energies.

**TABLE 2. Scattering angle of projected electrons in different thickness of MLG with variation of electron incident energy from 20 keV up to 1000 MeV**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thickness (nm)</th>
<th>30 keV</th>
<th>50 keV</th>
<th>100 keV</th>
<th>500 keV</th>
<th>1 MeV</th>
<th>100 MeV</th>
<th>500 MeV</th>
<th>1000 MeV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.5006</td>
<td>0.3146</td>
<td>0.1693</td>
<td>0.0436</td>
<td>0.0248</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.6607</td>
<td>0.4157</td>
<td>0.2240</td>
<td>0.0578</td>
<td>0.0330</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.9604</td>
<td>0.6045</td>
<td>0.3260</td>
<td>0.0844</td>
<td>0.0481</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.1924</td>
<td>0.7506</td>
<td>0.4052</td>
<td>0.1050</td>
<td>0.0599</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.3901</td>
<td>0.8750</td>
<td>0.4728</td>
<td>0.1226</td>
<td>0.0700</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Gamma Yield

Figure 4(a) & 4(b) shows the effects of electron incident energy on the gamma particle’s yield from the interaction between the electron and MLG. This characteristic is used to measure the potential of the MLG as a detection material for solid-state photodetection applications in a high-energy environment. The gamma particles produced following each interaction are recorded as the gamma yield and calculated across the energy and corresponding thicknesses. The electron incident energy has a different influence on the yield of the gamma emitted following the interaction. The gamma yield decreases with the electron energy in the medium and high energy ranges (30 keV ≤ E_{kin} ≤ 100 MeV). The yield starts to saturate at E_{kin} > 500 keV, for all MLG thicknesses, with the highest reduction being observed for the 20 nm MLG. The gamma yield in this energy range originated from the inelastic scattering between the low-energy electrons and carbon shell electrons. The shell electrons which received energy from the incident electron are subsequently excited to higher energy states, and leave a vacancy in the orbital. The less tightly bound shell electrons from higher energy states will fill the vacancy, by releasing its energy through photon emission. The numbers increase depending on the intensities of the interaction which takes place. The highest yield of gamma was obtained in the 20 nm MLG, and reduces with the reduction of the MLG thickness. Furthermore, an increase in the electron’s energy lowers the possibilities of interactions which occur in this thin film.

The correlations between the deposited energy and gamma yield of the MLG within the medium to high and very-high electron energy ranges are shown in Figure 4(c) & 4(d), respectively. The correlation coefficients were calculated to be 0.722 and 0.807, respectively, showing a positive linear correlation between both parameters. This linear correlation implies that the gamma yield increases linearly with the increase in the deposited energy in the MLG. The yield increased significantly (p<0.001) for very-high electron energies for all MLG thicknesses, due to the Bremsstrahlung process which became dominant in this energy range, and contributed to the rise in the gamma emission from the interaction (Lechner 2018). This significant increase was obtained for t> 10 nm, with the highest yield being observed in the 15 and 20 nm samples. The deceleration of the high-energy electrons in carbon was due to the Lorentz force from the atomic nucleus, which has been reported for critical energies of 81.7 MeV by Tanabashi et al. (2018). Berger et al. (1984) also reported on the critical energy of ~ 100 MeV for carbon atoms during the interaction with electrons. However, this Bremsstrahlung process became more intense with the increment of electron energies in the carbon atoms, compared to graphene,
FIGURE 4. The yield of gamma particles created following the interaction with (a) Medium and (b) High electron energy range at different MLG thickness. Correlations between deposited energy and gamma yield following the interaction with (c) medium and (d) high electron energy range which followed the reduction trends for energy larger than 500 MeV. The reduction of the gamma yield may also indicate the radiation blind properties of graphene at very-high energy ranges.

CONCLUSION

The studies were undertaken to compare the performance of Si and thin-films Graphite as detector materials, and have been presented in the first part of simulation results in this study. It was shown that the thin-films Graphite had a better performance in terms of signal generation, detection efficiency, and energy resolution, than Si under the high energy of 1 MeV electron irradiation. The energy resolution and detection efficiency of the thin-films Graphite showed further improvement with a lower t<150 nm thickness. Further studies on the multi-layer graphene with a much lower thickness in the nanometer range and electrical conductivity showed a degree of susceptibility for the material to signal generation under high-energy irradiation. Higher deposited energy was obtained with thicknesses >10 nm, indicating that the signal generation in the graphene was limited to the application of the 2D material in the detector application, which could be further improved using the graphene layering architecture. The low scattering angle of the MLG for high energy ranges (E_{kin}> 1 MeV), regardless of the thickness, proved that further reduction of the material budget in the detector could be achieved. A low particle attenuation was obtained for (E_{kin}> 500 keV), which suggested better detection efficiencies for the MLG, which can be achieved using this material. The results obtained from this study have provided a better understanding of the performance of graphene MLGs under various incident kinetic energy electron beam irradiation. It suggests that MLGs could be a potential candidate as a detection material for future application in HEP experiments. For future work, it is recommended that the defects created by the high-energy irradiation in graphene layers are further investigated.
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